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They browse old versions of Musixmatch Lyrics. Here you can find APK files of all versions of Musixmatch Lyrics published on our website. Latest version: Musixmatch Premium ApkMusixmatch is the world's largest collection of lyrics used by millions of people to instantly get synced lyrics for Youtube, Spotify, Pandora and more. You can now also use it to get song translations on
the go. KEY FEATURES:Musixmatch allows you:• Enjoy lyrics with music from Spotify, Youtube, Pandora, Apple Music, SoundCloud, Google Play Music and all your other favorite streaming services • Tap the real-time notification to view the Floating Lyrics widget and get the lyrics of the current track • Learn new languages by viewing the translation of the lyrics, in time with
music. • Identify and get the lyrics to any song that plays around you with a tap • Search for your favorite song by title, artist and even just with a single line of lyricsADDITIONAL FEATURESWith Musixmatch you can also:• Use the smart search to find your favorite lyrics by easily clicking through a song with the progress bar • Share your favorite lyrics on amazing backgrounds with
the LyricsCard feature • Play videos in full image mode • Play videos in full image mode • Share your favorite lyrics on amazing backgrounds with the LyricsCard feature , landscaped to enjoy the FloatingLyrics fully integrated with the video • Play, pause, skip track from your lock screen • Instantly be notified when new lyrics from your favorite artists are available • Quickly and
easily find all your favorites on your profile • Preview songs or watch their Youtube videos • Collect your identified songs in a Spotify playlist • Join our community So you can submit all your favorite lyrics, put them in time with music and even have fun translating them • Get song info and cover art for your songs. WEARABLES &amp; TV STREAMING• Musixmatch is available on
your Android Wear devices • Enjoy Musixmatch at home casting local music and texts to your TV with ChromecastMUSIXMATCH PREMIUM FEATURESOffline texts - enjoy all the texts you've watched without connection. No advertising - you will receive all texts without advertising. No obligation - cancel at any time. GET STARTEDNot sure where to start? Be sure to have
floating lyrics enabled and let Musixmatch find lyrics for your songs on Spotify, Pandora, Play Music, Youtube, SoundCloud and more. WHAT NEW We always work hard to make Musixmatch as good as possible for you. Included in this version: - Player Redesign for texts without music source - small Check my look in the mirror to change my clothes, my hair, my face Dancing In
the Dark – Bruce SpringsteenApp Info: App name : Musixmatch – Lyrics &amp; Music Package Name : com.musixmatch.android.lyrify Apk Md5 : 93f34a032cbb2e35bd6cb250f8a7f992 Update on Play Store :13 November 2020 Version Version Version &amp; Code: v7.6.6Requests: 5.0+ Download Apk Download For arm7a,x86,x64 More Info s From Playstore App From:
Musixmatch Version: 7.6.5 for Android Updated on: 08.08., 2019 Musixmatch Music &amp; Lyrics 7.6.5 Apk (PREMIUM/Unlocked/Final) Use long songs on YouTube, Spotify, Pandora and the largest collection of millions of Musixmatch instantly sync the lyrics in the world. Use or songs you can get. Main Features: You can use Musixmatch:• Spotify, YouTube and Pandora, Apple
Music, SoundCloud, Google Play Music and funny text with all your favorite streaming services• Floating Text widget, tap to display the current song title and real-time notifications• Time songs, easily translated with an ad of music to learn new languages.• Identify and text for each song you continue to play with Rooster• A set of lyrics with and even the title, artist for your favorite
songsOther featuresWith Musixmatch you can also:• Easily find songs by ignoring the progress bar • smart, do a Search with your favorite songs• Lyrics to share your favorite songs on a beautiful background with card function• Integrate devices with YouTube videos, keep, skip tracks from the lock screen• You get a confirmation of the offer of new songs from your favorite artist•
All your favorite content quickly and easily on your profile• Preview songs or watch your YouTube videos• Collect your signature song of a Spotify playlist• If you can't keep your favorite content on your profile• Preview songs or watch your YouTube videos• , makes our community join all your favorite songs, music and fun, but also to translate it• The song brings information and
covers for your songs. Wearable and TV streaming• Musixmatch is available on your Android Wear devices• Musixmatch enjoy the songs at home on your TV, with local music and ChromeMusixmatch Premium FeaturesCalls offline songs - all songs you can enjoy without connection. No ads - get all songs without ads. No obligations - cancel at any time. Aren't you so sure where
to start? Floating music creation and conclusions, YouTube, SoundCloud game more Musixmatch Spotify, Lyrics activate your songs on Pandora.What's newWe always work hard and fast Musixmatch for you. Check updated songs floating. Music detection, faster and more accurate we have added support for the new music player. To remove a computer program or a system
error:- Improvements in the background while the player of the output- Minor Problems- Walking on the Moon in their home country- Walking on the Moon - PoliceDownload APK File [All Devices] Premium v7.4.3 To ensure the quality and atmosphere of the app/game, always recommend the user to download the latest version of the Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp;
Lyrics). You can download it directly from the Google Play Store. But there will only be, the original version. No need to worry about the modified version and those who have problems accessing the Google Play Store or are unable to download the app for any other reason. We are here to solve all your problems. Many websites claim to provide the latest updates for the
Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp; Lyrics), but none of them really proves their point of view. However, Web sites provide older links that access older versions that are not useful. People who can't download the Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp; Lyrics) from the Google Play Store for any reason aren't worried! The link we provide gives you access to an updated
version of the game so that the user can unlock all levels and modes. All you need to do is go through the installation process to get the latest version of the Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp; Lyrics). Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp; Lyrics) content review is . This app is rated by users who use this app. To learn more about the company/developer, visit the
Musixmatch website that developed it. Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp; Lyrics) can be downloaded and installed on and on higher Android devices. Download the app with your favorite browser and click Install to install the application. Please note that we offer both simple and pure APK files and faster download speeds than Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp;
Lyrics) apk Mirror. This app APK was once downloaded from the store. You can also download Musixmatch Premium Apk (Music &amp; Lyrics) APK and run it with the popular Android emulators. Updated to version 7.6.5! Musixmatch is the world's largest collection of lyrics used by millions of people to instantly get synced lyrics for Youtube, Spotify, Pandora and more. You can
now also use it to get song translations on the go. KEY FEATURES:Musixmatch allows you:• Enjoy lyrics with music from Spotify, Youtube, Pandora, Apple Music, SoundCloud, Google Play Music and all your other favorite streaming services • Tap the real-time notification to view the Floating Lyrics widget and get the lyrics of the current track • Learn new languages by viewing
the translation of the lyrics, in time with music. • Identify and get the lyrics to each song that plays around you with a tap • Search for your favorite song by title, artist and even with a single line of lyrics* Can play previews or Spotify songs some songs are limited based on country restrictions. ADDITIONAL FEATURESWith Musixmatch you can also:• Use the smart search to find
your favorite lyrics by easily skipping through a song with the progress bar • Share your favorite lyrics on amazing backgrounds with the LyricsCard feature • Play Youtube videos in full screen, landscape to enjoy the FloatingLyrics fully integrated with the video • Play, pause, skip track when new lyrics from your favorite artists are available • Quickly and easily find all your favorites
on your profile • Preview songs or their Youtube videos • Collect your identified songs in a Spotify playlist • Join our community so you can submit all your favorite lyrics, bring them together with music in time and even have fun translating them • Fetch song info and cover art for your songs. WEARABLES &amp; TV STREAMING• Musixmatch is available on your Android Wear
devices • Enjoy Musixmatch at home casting local music and lyrics to your TV with ChromecastMUSIXMATCH PREMIUM FEATURESParty mode - sing with every song with word for word syncing and beautiful themes. Offline texts - enjoy all the texts you've viewed without a connection. No advertising - you will receive all texts without advertising. No obligation - cancel at any
time. GET STARTEDNot sure where to start? Be sure to have floating lyrics enabled and let Musixmatch find lyrics for your songs on Spotify, Pandora, Play Music, YouTube, SoundCloud and more. Problems? Feedback? We appreciate your feedback, they help us to improve Musixmatch. Reach us: on Twitter: @musixmatch or by email Visit our Support:REVIEWS AND
HONORS Excellent in Android Excellence Apps 2018 The best music player as for AndroidPolice, Android Authority and The Next Web Best Apps 2014 and 2015 selection on Google Play Store +50M people enjoy their music with the power of texts Google Play Editor Choice with +1.2M 5 star reviews * We only ask for the permissions we need to be best. Musixmatch requests
notification access only to listen to music. Music.
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